
Many Much

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Their progress was followed by _______ interested eyes from the wharf.1.

They all know that you brought home so _______ money with you, and we
went off and left the house alone.
2.

Nothing requires so _______ courage as this.3.

He can add as _______ acres as he will to the narrow house-lot.4.

We had not progressed _______ yards before she was recognized.5.

_______ other trees were noticed valuable for their fruits, or leaves, or
bark, or roots, or their wood.
6.

As the wind was generally light, we did not make _______ progress.7.

So _______ valuable time had been lost.8.

Also there was _______ music in the little house.9.

It must have been a life of _______ quiet happiness.10.

The boys are, of course, mythical, but they serve to enable the author to
put into very attractive shape _______ valuable knowledge concerning one
phase of the Revolution.

11.

This operation was conducted with so _______ silence, that it appears not
to have been perceived until the return of daylight disclosed it to the garrison;
by which time the trenches were in such forwardness as to cover the men.

12.

I don't believe I shall ever have _______ time for writing now.13.

He has been for _______ years in the pay of the court of London.14.

Yet in some directions _______ excellent work is being done.15.

Much, and in _______ families most, of the religious teaching of children
is committed to the mother.
16.
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And that poet keeps up the intimacy for _______ years.17.

I didn't pay _______ attention to who was behind.18.

Very _______ analogous facts could be given.19.

From not being well grounded on these two points, _______ boys have
lost good situations in life when they grew up to be men.
20.
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